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Projects



Research area: Analysis of ordinal data



1. Analysis of ordinal data

The response variable has ordinal categorical scales
Ordinal data is widely used in areas such as marketing, social,
medical and ecological science.
I Pain scale:

I Likert scale: “strongly disagree”, “disagree”, “agree”, or
“strongly agree” in a survey.

I Braun-Blanquet cover-abundance scale is very common in
vegetation analysis.

I Degree of dissimilarity among the different levels of the scale
is not necessarily always the same.



1. Analysis of ordinal data. Stereotype model

I Stereotype model (Anderson, J. A., 1984)1:

log
(P [y = k | x]

P [y = 1 | x]

)
= µk + (φkβ′)x k = 2, . . . , q

q − 1 log odds for categories k and 1. First category as a
baseline.

I β: Assumes the parameter of the predictor regarding the
covariates is the same for all categories.

I φk : “score” for the response category k.

1. Anderson, J. A. (1984). Regression and ordered categorical variables. JRSS
Series B, 46(1):1-30.



1. Stereotype Model. Formulation

I Stereotype model:

log
(P [y = k | x]

P [y = 1 | x]

)
= µk + (φkβ′)x k = 2, . . . , q

I Nothing in the stereotype model treats the response as
ordinal.

I Including an increasing order constraint (Anderson, J.A.,
1984):

0 = φ1 ≤ φ2 ≤ · · · ≤ φq = 1 ,

captures the ordinal nature of the outcomes.
I Ordered Stereotype Model (OSM) :The model has

received more attention, after Agresti (2010, Ch.4) discussed
the model in his book.
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1. Ordered Stereotype Model. Interpretation

X : Students’ scores on the final examination in a course.
Y : Ordinal rating of satisfaction with the course.
(Likert scale: from strongly disagree to strongly agree).

Increasing values of a covariate X alters the distribution of Y
(β > 0)

Students with higher and higher scores are ever more likely to
report higher levels of satisfaction with the course.
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1. Ordered Stereotype Model. Interpretation
OSM:

log
(P [y = k | x]

P [y = 1 | x]

)
= µk + (φkβ′)x k = 2, . . . , q

0 = φ1 ≤ φ2 ≤ · · · ≤ φq = 1 ,

Fitted score parameters {φ̂k}: determining the spacing among
categories.



1. Ordered Stereotype Model. Interpretation

Stereotype model for categories a and b:

log
(P [y = a | x]

P [y = b | x]

)
= log

(P [y = a | x] /P [y = 1 | x]
P [y = b | x] /P [y = 1 | x]

)
= (µa − µb) + (φa − φb)β′x .

0 = φ1 ≤ . . . φa ≤ · · · ≤ φb . . . ≤ φq = 1

I The larger the difference (φa − φb) ⇒ The more the odds of a
and b are influenced by x



1. Ordered Stereotype Model. Interpretation

Stereotype model for categories a and b:

log
(P [y = a | x]

P [y = b | x]

)
= log

(P [y = a | x] /P [y = 1 | x]
P [y = b | x] /P [y = 1 | x]

)
= (µa − µb) + (φa − φb)β′x .

0 = φ1 ≤ . . . φa ≤ · · · ≤ φb . . . ≤ φq = 1

I If φa = φb ⇒ the logit is the constant µa − µb
⇒ The covariates x do not distinguish between a and b
⇒ We could collapse the categories a and b in our data.



1. Ordered Stereotype Model. Future project

Prof. Richard Arnold VUW AProf. Ivy Liu

We (me as AI) submitted (June 2021) a 3-year project to Marsden
fund (Royal Society of New Zealand):

“Ordered stereotype models for large response levels”



1. OSM for large response levels.

I Obj. 1: Develop efficient estimation methods for the ordered
stereotype model when q is large.
I Reduce the dimension of the model using random effects

structures, latent clustering structures, or by merging adjacent
response levels together as equivalent (via Bayesian
non-parametric methods or the LASSO).

I Obj. 2: Establish new model assessment and selection
methods.
I Propose a new goodness-of-fit test based on probability

integral transform residuals (PITR) and the more recently
developed surrogate residuals.

I Obj. 3: Model implementation, interpretation, visualisation,
and generalisation.
I Create new data visualisation and R package.
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Research area: Model-based Clustering

.



2. Model-based clustering. Motivation

Source: David Sontag, NYU

I Clusters may overlap
I Some clusters may be

”wider” than others
I Distances can be

deceiving!
I Try a probabilistic model

I allows overlaps
I allows clusters of

different size
I allows a soft/fuzzy

clustering



2. Model-based clustering. Motivation

Hard clustering Fuzzy clustering



2. Model-based clustering

I Model-based clustering: process of clustering via statistical
models, typically Finite Mixture Models (FMM).

I Finite mixture models: a way of clustering in order to
reduce dimensionality and identifying patterns related to
the heterogeneity of the data (e.g. rows/columns with similar
effect on the response)



2 Model-based clustering

red line - what we see



2. Model-based clustering - Column clustering

Main effects model for stereotype model had likelihood:

L(Ω | {yij}) =
n∏

i=1

m∏
j=1

q∏
k=1

(P[yij = k])I[yij =k]

and with Column clustering model turns into:

L(Ω | {yij}) =
m∏

j=1

[ C∑
c=1

κc

n∏
i=1

q∏
k=1

(P[yic = k])I[yij =k]
]

where κc is the proportion of columns in column group c.



2. Model-based clustering. Missing information

I Problem: Missing information.
I We do not know the actual membership in columns (rows) nor

the number of columns (rows).

κc is the proportion of columns in column group c.



2. Model-based clustering. Model fitting

I EM algorithm for finding the ML solution for the parameters
of models with missing information (the actual unknown
cluster membership of each row and column).

I Information criteria (AIC, BIC,...)

I Two possible Bayesian approaches:
I “Fixed” dimension: Metropolis-Hastings and Gibbs sampler.
I Variable dimension: Reversible Jump MCMC (RJMCMC,

Green, P. J., 1995)1

I RJMCMC ⇒ Num. components (dimension) is a parameter.

1. Green, P. J. (1995). Reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo computation and
Bayesian model determination. Biometrika, 82(4), 711-732.
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2. Model-based clustering. Common Visualisation Tools

Figure: Level of Depression C=3: Distribution in each group
The proportion of individuals in clusters that had at least one
episode of DSH (deliberated self-harm, i.e. predictor of suicide
(Hawron et al. 2013)) within 3 months is: 3.4%, 16%, and 28%.



2. Model-based clustering. Spacing

Fitted score parameters {φ̂k}: determining the spacing among
categories.



2. Model-based clustering. Spaced Mosaic Plot

I Column clusters ⇒ 3 horiz. bands.
I Height of each band ⇒

Proportional to number of patients
per group (C1=8.6 + 21.6 + 7.8 + 4.2 = 42.2%).

I Area in each block ⇒ Freq. of the 4
ordinal categories per cluster (e.g.
patients of C2 ⇒ strong preference
response at Level 1)

I Horizontal separation between
blocks ⇒ Spacing between the
adjacent ordinal categ.
(φ1 = 0, φ̂2 = 0.347, φ̂3 = 0.852, φ4 = 1)

I Level 3 and 4 are very similar:
φ̂4 − φ̂3 = 1 − 0.852 = 0.148



2. Model-based clustering. Fuzziness

Figure: Contour plot depicting the fuzzy clustering structure with C = 3
patient clusters. The left figure is without any sorting and both axes are sorted
by patient cluster on the right figure.

Probability two patients are classified in the same cluster.



2. Model-based clustering. Future project

Retos submitted (Dec 2020), but it was not funded

“Mixture-based clustering for mixed type multivariate data”

I Obj. 1: Develop general association measures for mixed type
data.
I Develop pairwise correlation measures of association

between variables of all possible different types based on rank
correlation.

I Obj. 2: Construct new statistical models and dimension
reduction approaches for mixed type data..
I Models will be based on latent variable analysis. We will use

the generalised linear model linear predictor + link function
framework for incorporating dependence on covariates, as well
as on the latent variable
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Research area: Software

.



3. Software

We (Dr. Louise McMillan, Prof. Shirley Pledger, Prof. Richard
Arnold, and AProf. Ivy Liu) are currently working on three
packages:
I Model-based clustering for ordinal data

I R package called clustord (hopefully in CRAN in 3-4 months)
https://github.com/vuw-clustering/clustord

I Gaussian, Binomial, and Poisson clustering using finite
mixtures
I R package called clustglm (soon in CRAN)

https://homepages.ecs.vuw.ac.nz/˜shirley/progs/
clustglm_0.3.zip

I Ordered Stereotype Model.
I R package called osm (Sam Meenken just started)

https://github.com/vuw-clustering/clustord
https://homepages.ecs.vuw.ac.nz/~shirley/progs/clustglm_0.3.zip
https://homepages.ecs.vuw.ac.nz/~shirley/progs/clustglm_0.3.zip


Research area: Applications

.



4. Applications

1 Sarcopenia (FIS, AI)
I Goal: This project will evaluate the effect of muscle mass

decline, body fat, sarcopenia, and sarcopenic obesity on frailty
among older adults of Spain and 37 different countries of the
ATHLOS dataset.

I Methods: Latent class growth analysis and Mixed-effect
models.

I Team: Dr. Stefanos Tyrolovas (The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University) and Dr. Iago Giné (PSSJD)

2 Archetypal Analysis for Ordinal Data
I Goal: Archetypoid analysis (ADA) is an exploratory

approach that explains a set of continuous observations as
mixtures of pure (extreme) patterns. Those patterns
(archetypoids) are actual observations of the sample This
technique cannot be applied directly to ordinal data.

I Methods: OSM + ADA
I Team: Dr. Irene Epifanio (Universitat Jaume I) and Dr. Louise

McMillan (Victoria University of Wellington)
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4. Applications

1 Ordinal high-dimensional data (regarding a large number of
covariates)
I Goal: Developed an approach for fitting a Bayesian

stereotype logit model for high-dimensional data.
I Methods: OSM + Bayesian tools (Gibbs, MH,...)
I Team: Dr. Kellie Archer and her student Anna Seffernick

(Ohio State University)

2 Model-based clustering for modeling non-linear forms of
dependence between the variable.
I Goal: We propose a model-based clustering via R-vine

(RVMclust) which relaxes the correlation restrictions of
previous approaches and accounts for the asymmetry of the
data by using blocks of bivariate copulas.

I Methods: Finite Mixture models and Copula approach.
I Team: Dr. Marta Nai Ruscone (Università degli Studi di

Genova) and Dr. Brendan Murphy (University College Dublin)
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